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Driver Information

Driver Xponent_Installer_6_0_2_Driver_5_10_0_5133.zip

Applies To Xponent
 

Operating Systems

Windows XP SP3
 Windows Vista (32-Bit) SP2

 Windows Vista (64-Bit) SP2
 Windows 7 (32-Bit)

 Windows 7 (32-Bit) SP1
 Windows 7 (64-Bit)

 Windows 7 (64-Bit) SP1
 

Version 5.10.0.5133 (PC)

Release Date 02/17/2011

Release Notes *Added Manufacturer & Supports links and
Support telephone number to the Installer.
These are visible in the Support Information
displayed in the Add or Remove Programs
control panel.

 * Updated Installer Read Me.rtf. Removed
boiler plate stuff and updated supported
OSes.

 *Prevent Windows compatibility assistant
from displaying specious warning box by
removing use of the word “uninstall” in the
version resource.

 *Ensure that the legacy uninstall doesn’t
require a reboot by killing the tray app before
doing the uninstall. This prevents problems
when the WiX installer subsequently
reinstalls the tray app.

 *Updated the legacy uninstaller to cope with
a recently discovered bug in all of our legacy
64-bit InstallShield-based packages. The
packages in question fail to properly clean
up after themselves on uninstall, leaving an
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erroneous entry in Windows add/remove
programs panel, and previously caused false
positives with the legacy uninstaller. The
legacy uninstaller now detects this condition
and cleans up after it.

 *Fixed a bug where the install would fail if a
component shared among multiple installers
(e.g. TBIA) was already present on the target
system and had a higher version number.

 *Updated TaskBarIconApplet to 1.3.0.8 -
Addressed a bug where the icon could fail to
be added to the system tray, and a cryptic
error message presented to the user. This
would be most likely to occur during
windows startup on slower machines. The
failure is now handled by retry logic, which in
the case of failure, will attempt to add the
icon to the system tray periodically for up to
two minutes until it succeeds to insure the
TBIA correctly appears in the system tray.

 *Updated build tool (
VersionResourceUpdater ) that produces the
version for the installer.

Terms & Conditions

By downloading this software you have read and agree to the terms and conditions
stated above.
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